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ABSTRACT 

Crypto currencies usage is increasing every year around the world. The Bitcoin is the one of the 

famous cryptocurrencies, which is an unofficial usable currency in various nations. The bitcoin 

transactions are increasing, which needs to be monitored carefully. However, the conventional 

methods are failed to analyze the bitcoin transaction effectively. Therefore, this work focused on 

development of bitcoin transaction network (BTN) using pattern matching rules (PMR). Initially, the 

dataset preprocessing is carried out to identify the missed symbols, unknown characters from forensic 

blockchain dataset. Then, Petri-Net model applied on preprocessed dataset, which identifies the time 

stamp, transaction id, work tera hash, and work error properties. The Petri-Net model mainly used to 

parse and build the BTN model. Then, PMR conditions are developed to extract the transaction 

addresses extracted with time stamp details. So, PMR detects the illegal payment addresses by 

matching the known data with illegal (spam) addresses. Further, cache based PMR (CPMR) is also 

applied to detect the fraud transaction, which store all previous detected illegal payment addresses. 

So, for every new transaction, CPMR will ignore all those previously stored (detected) illegal 

payment addresses. This phenomenon causes reduction of fraud transaction detection time and 

processing becomes faster. The simulations shows that the proposed method resulted in reduced 

transaction processing time (TPT), fraud transaction detection time (FTDT), and improved fault 

transaction detection accuracy (FTDA) as compared to conventional methods. 

Keywords: Bitcoin transactions, pattern matching rules, Blockchain network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since Satoshi Nakamoto first introduced bitcoin, its popularity as an alternate method of payment has 

grown significantly over the last several years [1]. At the end of 2021, it was estimated that the market 

value of Bitcoin had surpassed $200 billion. Bitcoins are often not linked to user identities like 

usernames. Due to its pseudonymous character, Bitcoin is mistakenly thought of as an anonymous 

mode of payment on the Internet and as a means of enabling untraceable transactions during illicit 

dealings. Tracking Bitcoins linked to a known address is often not a problem. However, it has been 

difficult to trace Bitcoins since criminals often use ambiguous and hazy addresses. 

Figure 1 shows the various bitcoin frauds occurred in different countries ike Vietnam, united states, 

United Kingdom, Ukraine, turkey, south Africa, Russia, south Africa, and China. The bitcoin frauds 

are majority based on darknet markets, ransomware, scams, and stolen funds [2]. In order to deal with 

this, various works aims to separate bitcoin fraud addresses. Generally speaking, some transactions 

may show commonalities and recurring trends. For instance, bitcoin transactions [3] were used to 

accumulate Bitcoins often link an output address to a number of input addresses. When monitoring 

ambiguous and improbable transactions, examining the connections between such input and output 

addresses may provide insightful information. However, such analysis involves additional challenges 
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like defining the characteristics of bitcoin transactions, successfully identifying the characteristics that 

can be used to identify suspects. 

With the help of our pattern matching technology, we have discovered static and dynamic Bitcoin 

transaction attributes that identify Bitcoin transaction patterns for analysis and locating questionable 

addresses. The evolution of the Bitcoin gene, which is integrated in Petri-Net transitions [4], is 

another significant addition. The movement of Bitcoins may be quickly and reliably tracked and 

analyzed using bitcoin transaction. Additionally, based on the combinations of match rules, this study 

suggests a set of match criteria to discover transactions and get suspicious addresses [5]. 

 

Fig. 1: Bitcoin frauds in various countries. 

Objective 

On the dark web, popular cryptocurrencies that are based on blockchain technology, such as Bitcoin, 

are increasingly being used maliciously to launder money. Recent developments in the fields of 

address clustering and Bitcoin flow analysis are gaining traction as potential solutions to the problems 

of tracing and analysing suspicious Bitcoin transactions and addresses. However, the currently 

available approaches only concentrate on Bitcoin addresses and the flow of Bitcoin transactions, 

ignoring other essential information such as the transaction structure and behaviour characteristics. 

This article offers a Bitcoin transaction network analytic approach for assisting Blockchain forensic 

research based on an extended secure Petri Net. The goal of the method is to make advantage of all of 

the relevant properties that are associated with transactions. In the model that we have suggested, the 

structural properties and dynamic semantics of Petri nets are used in order to characterise the static 

and dynamic properties of Bitcoin transactions. There have been found to be nineteen characteristics 

that describe Bitcoin transaction patterns for the purpose of evaluating and discovering suspicious 

addresses. The Bitcoin gene has been included into the Petri net transitions in order to correctly track 

and evaluate the movement of Bitcoin. In conclusion, marginal distribution analysis of Bitcoin 

transaction attributes and data visualisation methods are used in order to get rid of certain false 

positive samples even further and to increase the accuracy of detecting questionable addresses. The 

analytical approach for the Bitcoin transaction network that was suggested offers a trustworthy model 

for forensic investigations as well as a prototype platform, both of which are helpful for the protection 

of financial data. Based on the results of an investigation into a real-world case study, our method's 

effectiveness has been objectively confirmed. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The owner of bitcoin addresses an is unknown and is under suspicion. However, the owner of Bitcoin 

addresses a may be inferred if the owner of bitcoin address, which is inside the same cluster as a, is 
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known. Addresses are divided into clusters, when they are utilized as transaction inputs. Addresses a 

and b, for instance, are grouped together into a single cluster if they are used as inputs for transaction 

t1.  Numerous research [6] make advantage of this input address clustering technique.  A user graph 

was built using the bitcoin address clustering (BAC) method, and significant users were identified 

using PageRank. To recover the "change" from whatever transaction the user has issued. 

In addition to clustering addresses using the input and change address clustering methods [7], they 

also assessed the efficacy of the change address clustering approach. BitIodine is a modular 

framework developed in [8], that parses the blockchain, groups address that are probably owned by 

the same person or group of users, and visualizes complicated data taken from the Bitcoin network. 

The two clustering techniques are also used by BitIodine to group addresses.   

Transactions involving Bitcoin have been examined using modified Petri-Net [9]. Bitcoin addresses 

are represented by Petri-Net locations and transitions.  This Petri-Net model employed to group 

addresses and discovered common patterns of behavior, such as the use of a specific address just 

once.   

In [10] authors examined disposable addresses to addresses using machine learning based approaches. 

A power-law distribution characterizes the lengths of these chains. The Bitcoin addresses were 

employed in these two models as Petri-Net locations or inputs for Bitcoin transactions. On the BTN, 

inputs for transactions are often coins rather than addresses. As a result, such models are unable to 

assess and quantify transaction aspects effectively. The expanded Petri-Net for the study of Bitcoin 

transactions that were presented in contrast to the current approaches that seek to identify behavior 

factors underlying Bitcoin transactions.  

The research conducted by Pinna [11] using Petri net looked at disposable addresses, sometimes 

known as addresses that are only used once. Transactions are thought to form chains, and the lengths 

of these chains are thought to follow a power-law distribution, according to the writings of [12]. In 

these two models, Bitcoin addresses were employed as Petri net sites or inputs for Bitcoin 

transactions. However, in the Bitcoin transaction net, the inputs of Bitcoin transactions are not often 

addresses but rather currencies.  

In contrast to the current approaches, which focus on identifying the behaviour patterns that are 

behind Bitcoin transactions, our method seeks to create transaction patterns based on the attributes of 

transactions and then locate problematic addresses on the basis of the patterns. Monaco [13] 

established and validated an assumption that it is possible to identify and verify Bitcoin users by 

observing the characteristics of Bitcoin transactions as they evolve over time. This assumption 

remains true. This investigation came to the conclusion, after doing an analysis of the behavioural 

characteristics utilising 366 user samples, that the behavioural patterns seen over time may be utilised 

to deprive a user; however, this information was not further developed into a model. In a manner 

similar to that of Monaco [13],  

In addition, data visualisation techniques have been used in the process of Bitcoin transaction 

analysis. Coin mixing services were evaluated for their ability to thwart tracing efforts by Moser et al. 

[14]. A data visualisation tool known as BitConeView was created by Battista et al. [14] to 

demonstrate how successful coin mixing services are.  

Christin [15] carried out an exhaustive measuring examination of the data acquired from web 

crawling that pertained to Silk Road. The data characters have been shown using these several 

approaches of data visualisation. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Criminals, on the other hand, plan to conceal their Bitcoin addresses in the real world. Due to the 

paucity of known samples, it is challenging to locate their locations in order to study the transaction 

attributes, which restricts their practical application. Figure 2 shows the proposed BTN framework. 

This effort focused on the creation of BTN utilizing PMR. Initially, dataset pre-processing is 

performed to discover missing symbols and unfamiliar characters in the forensic blockchain dataset. 

Here, the information is saved into the database using an open-source program called Bitcoin 

Database Generator. The Petri-Net model is then used to the pre-processed dataset, identifying the 

time stamp, transaction id, work tera hash, and work error attributes. The Petri-Net model is primarily 

used to parse and construct the BTN model. Then, PMR conditions are created to retrieve the 

collected transaction addresses with time stamp data. As a result, PMR identifies illicit payment 

addresses by comparing known data to illegal addresses. Furthermore, CPMR is used to identify 

fraudulent transactions, which stores all previously recognized unlawful payment addresses. As a 

result, for each new transaction, CPMR will disregard any previously recorded (detected) unlawful 

payment addresses. This effect reduces the time required to identify fraud in transactions and speeds 

up processing. When compared to existing approaches, the simulations demonstrate that the suggested 

method TPT, FTDT, and enhanced FTDA. 

 

Fig. 2: Proposed BTN-CPME block diagram. 

3.1 Pre-processing 

The raw forensic blockchain dataset contains noises, missing values, which caused to complicated 

training of CPMR model. Further, it will reduce the classification, prediction performance. So, the 

data preprocessing operation is performed to overcome these problems. The preprocessing operation 

will replace unknown symbols, missing vales with the known nearest values. The efforts of filtering 

options that may be used to discover certain transactions or addresses.  This approach defined a 

transaction pattern and instead took into account transaction characteristics independently. Methods of 

visualization often rely on visual perception to get outcomes. However, certain outcomes often go 

unnoticed because of the capacity limitations of the human brain. In our solution, the pattern matching 

algorithm instead of visual perception is used to match transaction patterns. As a result, it is more 

effective and seldom overlooks details. In order to filter out certain false positive samples using our 

suggested strategy, marginal distributions of several transaction characteristics are shown using 

visualization methods rather than being directly analyzed. 

3.2 Petri-Net Model  

A formal mathematical model called a Petri-Net, which is used to explore concurrent and 

asynchronous processes in distributed systems. An alternative name for it is a place/transition (PT) 

net. It was initially developed in 1962 by Carl Adam Petri. It is a bipartite directed graph with two 

different kinds of nodes, locations, and transitions. Directed arcs link the locations with the 

transitions, indicating which locations serve as inputs before transitions take place and outputs once 
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they do. Arcs can only link locations to transitions or locations to transitions. Tokens are stored in 

places. Transitions cannot keep any tokens, but places may store an endless amount of them. The 

distribution of tokens among locations determines the state or marking of a Petri-Net. Figure 3 depicts 

a straightforward net with all the components of a Petri-Net, where the circles represent locations and 

the rectangle a transition. The formal definition of a Petri-Net is a tuple N = (P, T, F, M0), where P 

and T are disjoint finite sets of locations and transitions, respectively, F is a set of arcs (or incidence 

function), and M0 is the initial marking where M0: 1, 2, 3, J. 

 

Fig. 3: Operational flow of Petri-Net. 

The Petri-Net are more effective at catching concurrent actions as an assault progressed. Petri-Net 

have since been used to simulate physical and digital assaults on a variety of systems and networks. 

An innovative approach for studying the BTN was suggested in this research. This system formalizes 

Bitcoin transactions as an extended Safe Petri-Net known as BTN. The static and dynamic properties 

of a Bitcoin transaction are described by its structure and semantic features. The Bitcoin flow analysis 

may exploit the gene characteristic of bitcoins. Different transaction patterns may be developed based 

on the qualities that have been stated. It is possible to identify the addresses that fit the patterns. Based 

on a review of actual case studies, the suggested technique has been shown to be a useful tool for 

forensic investigation of future Bitcoin transactions. Pattern expressions are manually designed for 

our investigations. The next stage will be to create a compiler to automatically turn patterns into code. 

We shall then keep looking on ways to preserve BTN's interim states. In our tests, the Bitcoin 

Blockchain is parsed using the open-source application bitcoin database generator. The performance 

of the analysis is impacted since it does not retrieve information about block and transaction ordering. 

3.3 CPMR Prediction 

The CPMR to locate suspected addresses that does not fit a predetermined pattern of bitcoin 

transactions. Directly describing a complex pattern, however, is difficult. As a result, we provide 

guidelines for defining a pattern using logical expressions. Figure 4 shows suspected activity 

detection using CPMR. A collection of attributes describes a pattern and collection of feature 

expressions constitutes a property. According to this, a feature expression is a logical expression over 

features. In actuality, all three expressions—pattern, property, and feature—are logical expressions 

over features. A feature expression is used to characterize a Bitcoin transaction feature's personality. 

An element in a pattern is described by a property expression. An expression of a pattern depicts a 

pattern. In general, we should examine the elements that make up a pattern before attempting to 

describe it. A property should then be specified by one or more feature expressions for each aspect. 
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Fig. 4: Suspected address prediction using CPMR. 

The nonce N that generates a valid hash, as shown in Figure 4, represents the precise number of 

hashes that were executed in order to find the valid address and suspected address. As a result, the 

time T needed to mine a block with a specified hash power H can be accurately calculated using the 

straightforward formula T=H /N. Since the nonce is used to create the lock hash when a new block is 

mined and the block mining time is known to all network peers, it is simple to determine the hash rate 

that was used. Only if the newly proposed block was hashed at the permitted hash rate should it be 

approved. 

3.4 Blockchain 

Blockchain is a decentralized, digital ledger technology that is used to record and store data in a 

secure and transparent manner. It is a distributed ledger, meaning that it is maintained by a network of 

computers, rather than being controlled by a single entity. Each block in the chain contains a set of 

transactions, and once a block is added to the chain, it cannot be altered or deleted. This makes 

blockchain an immutable and tamper-resistant technology that is particularly well-suited for storing 

and transmitting sensitive data. 

Blockchain technology is perhaps best known for its use in cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and 

Ethereum, but it has a wide range of other potential applications as well. These include supply chain 

management, identity verification, voting systems, and more. The decentralized nature of blockchain 

means that it has the potential to disrupt a variety of industries and business models by enabling trust 

and transparency in transactions and data exchange. 

Concepts 

There are several key concepts that are important to understand when it comes to blockchain 

technology: 

Decentralization: Blockchain is a decentralized technology, meaning that it is not controlled by any 

single entity, but rather maintained by a network of participants. This increases transparency, security, 

and resilience. 

Distributed ledger: Blockchain technology uses a distributed ledger to record and store data. Each 

block in the chain contains a set of transactions, and once a block is added to the chain, it cannot be 

altered or deleted. 

Cryptography: Blockchain technology uses advanced cryptographic algorithms to secure transactions 

and data exchange, making it highly resistant to hacking and cyber attacks. 
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Consensus mechanism: In a blockchain network, participants must agree on the validity of 

transactions before they are recorded on the blockchain. Different blockchain networks use different 

consensus mechanisms to achieve this, such as Proof of Work or Proof of Stake. 

Smart contracts: Smart contracts are self-executing contracts with the terms of the agreement directly 

written into code. They can be used to automate complex transactions and ensure that all parties 

involved in a transaction adhere to the terms of the contract. 

Tokenization: Blockchain technology enables the creation of digital tokens that can be used to 

represent a variety of assets, such as currencies, commodities, or even real estate. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section gives the detailed results analysis of proposed method, which are implemented using 

BTN-CPMR model. 

Dataset 

This Data Set associates actual entities with Bitcoin transactions that fall into the licit and illegal 

categories, such as exchanges, wallet providers, miners, and other licit service providers (scams, 

malware, terrorist organizations, ransomware, Ponzi schemes, etc.). Sorting the graph's illegal and 

legitimate nodes is the job at hand with this dataset. The information, which includes 200,000 

transactions totaling more than $6 billion, will be used to assist the bitcoin industry detect dishonest 

individuals. The biggest collection of annotated bitcoin transaction data in the world has been created 

by researchers at MIT's IBM-funded AI Lab and blockchain forensics firm Elliptic. The labeling 

draws attention to distinctive transaction features and may be used to identify criminal actors 

operating in the cryptocurrency industry." Figure 5 shows the sample dataset with time stamp, 

transaction id, work tera hash, and work error properties. 

 

Fig. 5: Sample dataset. 

Performance evaluation 

In Figure 6, x-axis represents total withdraw from account 0 to 1 and vice versa and y-axis represents 

number of gather addresses for that withdrawal. In Figure 7, x-axis represents number of account ID 

and y-axis represents number of deposit transaction made by that account. Further, Table 1 shows that 

the proposed BTN-CPMR protocol resulted in higher security standards compared to BAC [10], 

BitIodine [13], and BlockChainVis [20]. Because, the proposed BTN-CPMR approach reduced the 

TPT (ms), FTDT (ms), and increased the FTDA (%). 
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Fig. 6: Number of withdraw transactions. 

 

Fig. 7: Number of withdraw transactions. 

Table. 1: Performance comparison. 

Method FTDA (%) TPT (ms) FTDT (ms) 

BAC [10] 91.056 43.614 42.516 

BitIodine [13] 92.969 21.661 35.905 

BlockChainVis [20] 93.636 17.308 17.456 

Proposed BTN-CPMR 98.927 9.352 8.440 

 

UI OUTPUT 

To implement above project we have downloaded ‘Blockchain’ dataset from below link  

https://console.cloud.google.com/bigquery?project=drops-

311506&j=bq:US:bquxjob_d45c0c3_17e016a5f6a&page=queryresults 

Dataset contains below static features shown in screen shots 
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In above screen first row contains dataset column names as STATIC features and then we will 

calculate deposit and received values as dynamic features. Above Blockchain transaction will be 

analysed to detect suspected addresses. 

To implement this project, we have designed following modules 

1) Upload Blockchain Transaction: using this module we will upload Blockchain Bitcoin 

transaction dataset to application 

2) Parse & Build BTN Petrinet Simulation: using this module we will parse dataset and then 

build BTN model using PETRINET. 

3) Run Pattern Matching Rules Algorithm: using this module pattern matching rules will be 

applied on BTN network to identify all deposit and withdraw transaction and then detect 

suspected address by identifying those transaction with None or invalid address. 

Below screen with red and green colour comments showing code for above concept implementation 
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In above screen read red and green colour comments to know about coding concept described in the 

ref. paper. 

Extension work 

BTN network analysing Bitcoin Gene which will track address for illegal payment by searching 

received and send account address and due to growing usage of Bitcoin Transaction a large amount of 

data will be gather and analysing such huge data to detect illegal payment will require huge 

computing resources and execution or processing time and to avoid this huge processing time as 

extension we are adding CACHE memory. Cache memory will store all previous detected illegal 

payment addresses and while reprocessing Cache Memory will ignore all those illegal payment 

addresses which already processed and scan only new addresses and by ignoring process address, we 

can reduce execution time and processing will be faster.    

In this project we are detecting illegal payment addresses using Propose Algorithm and Extension 

Cache memory algorithm and then we are comparing execution time of both algorithms. 

SCREEN SHOTS 

To run project double click on ‘run.bat’ file to get below screen 

 

In above screen click on ‘Upload Blockchain Transaction’ button to upload transaction dataset and get 

below output 
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In above screen selecting and uploading Transaction.csv file and then click on ‘Open’ button to get 

below output 

 

In above screen dataset loaded and now click on ‘Parse & Build BTN Petrinet Simulation’ button to 

extract transaction address and build Petrinet object 

 

In above screen all transaction addresses extracted with time details and now click on ‘Run Pattern 

Matching Rules Algorithm’ button to detect illegal payment addresses by matching rules and get 

below output 
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In above screen propose algorithm displaying all suspected illegal payment addresses and to run 

propose algorithm system took 0.00519 seconds and now click on ‘Extension Rules Matching from 

Cache’ button to avoid already detected illegal payment addresses and scan only new transaction and 

get below output 

 

In above screen with extension Cache it took 0.0014 seconds to processes all transaction and now 

click on ‘Propose vs Extension Graph’ button to get below execution time graph 

 

In above graph x-axis represents technique name and y-axis represents execution time and in above 

graph we can see Extension Cache technique took less execution time so it’s faster than proposed 

algorithm 
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In above screen x-axis represents total withdraw from account 0 to 1 and vice versa and y-axis 

represents number of gather addresses for that withdrawal. Now click on ‘Deposit Transaction Graph’ 

button to get below graph 

 

In above screen x-axis represents number of account ID and y-axis represents number of deposit 

transaction made by that account 

5. CONCLUSION 

The primary emphasis of this effort was placed on the construction of the BTN-CPMP. In the 

beginning, the dataset is preprocessed so that any missing symbols or unfamiliar characters in the 

forensic blockchain dataset may be located and accounted for. The preprocessed dataset is then 

subjected to a Petri-Net model application, which detects attributes such as the time stamp, transaction 

id, work tera hash, and work error. The Petri-Net model was primarily used in order to construct and 

parse the BTN model. The PMR criteria needed to extract the transaction addresses together with the 

time stamp data are then generated. Therefore, PMR is able to identify illicit payment addresses by 

comparing the known data with illegal addresses (spam addresses). In addition, a CPMR is used in 

order to identify fraudulent transactions. This PMR keeps a record of all unlawful payment addresses 

that have been identified in the past. Therefore, for every new transaction, CPMR will disregard all of 

those previously recorded (detected) unlawful payment addresses. This will protect the integrity of the 

network. This phenomenon produces a decrease in the amount of time needed to identify fraudulent 

transactions, resulting in a speedup of the processing. According to the results of the simulations, the 
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proposed method led to a reduction in the amount of time required for the processing of transactions 

i.e., TPT, the amount of time required to detect fraudulent transactions i.e., FTDT, and an 

improvement in the FTDA when compared to the conventional methods. Further, this work can be 

extended with deep learning models for improved performance. 

Future scope 

This research presented an innovative methodology for the investigation of the Bitcoin transaction 

network. In this architecture, Bitcoin transactions are formalised as an expanded version of the Safe 

Petri net, which is referred to as BTN. Static and dynamic aspects of a Bitcoin transaction may be 

understood by its structure and the semantic qualities it has. The DNA feature of Bitcoins may be 

used for the investigation of the movement of Bitcoins. There are many other transaction patterns that 

may be defined based on the qualities that have been stated. It is possible to determine which 

addresses correspond to certain patterns. Based on a review of real-world case studies, the approach 

that was developed has been shown to be an effective instrument for use in future forensic 

investigations of Bitcoin transactions. 

In our studies, the pattern expressions are created by hand programming. In the subsequent stage, a 

compiler will be constructed to automatically compile patterns into programmes. This will be the first 

step. The data included in the Bitcoin Blockchain is enormous; thus, it is possible to reduce the 

amount of time spent on doing a recent case study by saving intermediate states at various periods in 

time. Following that, we will proceed to look at further ways that intermediate states of BTN might be 

kept safe. In our research, the Bitcoin Blockchain is dissected with the help of an open-source 

programme called Bitcoin Database Generator. However, it does not retrieve information about 

blocks and transaction orders, which might negatively impact the analysis performance. Another one 

of our study goals for the future is to investigate this tool's downside, so stay tuned for that! Forensic 

examination of bitcoin will be aided in the future by our implementation of a fully integrated bitcoin 

analysis platform. 
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